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Background of Michigan’s Wetlands 
Program 

• 1979: Michigan passed the Goemaere-Anderson Wetlands 
Protection Act 

• 1984: Michigan received delegated authority from USEPA to 
administer parts of section 404 of the CWA 
• Michigan is currently 1 of 2 delegated states 

• May 2008 USEPA publishes review of Michigan’s delegated 
authority and outlines a number of deficiencies 

• July 2009, Governor Granholm signs PA 120 that streamlines 
Michigan’s wetlands permitting and identifies temporary funding, 
but does not address the EPA concerns. 



Michigan Law  

• Part 303 – Wetlands 

• Part 301 – Inland Lakes & Streams 

• Part 325 – Great Lakes Submerged Lands 



What is a Wetland? 

In Michigan, “Wetland" means land characterized by the 
presence of water at a frequency and duration sufficient 
to support, and that under normal circumstances does 
support, wetland vegetation or aquatic life, and is 
commonly referred to as a bog, swamp, or marsh, and 
which is any of the following: 

 

(i) Contiguous to the Great Lakes or Lake St. Clair, an inland lake or pond, or 
a river or stream. 

(ii) Not contiguous to the Great Lakes, an inland lake or pond, or a river or 
stream; and more than 5 acres in size. 

(iii) Not contiguous to the Great Lakes, an inland lake or pond, or a river or 
stream; and 5 acres or less in size if the department determines that 
protection of the area is essential to the preservation of the natural 
resources of the state from pollution, impairment, or destruction and the 
department has so notified the owner. 

 





Agricultural Exempted Activities 
• Grazing of animals. 

• Farming, horticulture, silviculture, lumbering, and ranching activities 

• Construction or maintenance of farm or stock ponds. 

• Maintenance, operation, or improvement which includes straightening, widening, or 
deepening of the following which is necessary for the production or harvesting of 
agricultural products: 

• (i) An existing private agricultural drain. 

• (ii) That portion of a drain legally established pursuant to the drain code of 1956, 1956 PA 
40, MCL 280.1 to 280.630, which has been constructed or improved for drainage purposes. 

• (iii) A drain constructed pursuant to other provisions of this part or former 1979 PA 203. 

• (i) Construction or maintenance of farm roads, forest roads 

• Drainage necessary for the production and harvesting of agricultural products if the 
wetland is owned by a person who is engaged in commercial farming and the land is to be 
used for the production and harvesting of agricultural products 

• An activity in a wetland that was effectively drained for farming before October 1, 1980 
and that on and after October 1, 1980 has continued to be effectively drained as part of an 
ongoing farming operation is not subject to regulation under this part. 

 



If a permit is required… 

• The DEQ must determine the following before a permit 
can be issued: 

• The permit would be in the public interest. 

• The permit would be otherwise lawful. 

• The permit is necessary to realize the benefits from the 
activity. 

• No unacceptable disruption to aquatic resources would 
occur. 

• The proposed activity is wetland dependent or  
no feasible and prudent alternatives exist. 

 



Drivers for Change 

• 2008 EPA Review of MI section 404 Delegation 

• PA 120 of 2009 Wetland Reforms 

• Wetlands Advisory Council Recommendations 

• Issuance of new MP/GP categories 

• Office of Regulatory Reinvention Reviews 

• Legislative Interest in Streamlining/Reforming 

• Lack of Program Funding 

• Governor Snyder’s special message on Energy & 
Environment (specific focus to retain Michigan’s 
delegated authority over wetland program) 

 



EPA’s list of ag related deficiencies 

EPA has cited concerns with discharges associated with: 

• Broader definition of the Ag Exemptions and wish to 
restrict farming exemption to ongoing and established. 

• State regulations relating to agricultural drainage 
associated with bringing a wetland into farming use as 
long as the wetland is owned  by a person engaged in 
farming 

• Exemption for discharges associated with the 
improvement (meaning altering the dimensions of an 
existing drain and straightening its  course)of all public 
drains that were established prior to 1973, as well as all 
public and private drains that are used for agricultural 
purposes.  



Considerations for Agriculture 

• Application of Existing Exemptions 

• Case Law Interpretations (MI Supreme Court – Huggett 
Decision) 

• Costs to administer program 

• Timeliness of permitting 

• Consistent Standard for Wetland’s Regulation 
(Local/State/Federal) 

• Wetland Jurisdictions (Local/State/Federal) 

• Considerations for Wetland’s Dependent Crop Species 



HB 5897 of 2012 (H-1) Draft 2 Substitute 
(Rep. Jim Stamas, R-Midland)  

•  require the DEQ to issue the approval or denial of a permit 
application in writing  

• Excludes ditch from the definition of inland lake or stream 

• exclude from regulation wetlands that are incidentally created 
by the construction of drains in upland agricultural areas 

• Allow rulemaking authority for enhancement of mitigation 
banking and mitigation ratios 

• The  bill provides the addition of a definition for “artificial 
drain” and “ditch” that explicitly excludes a ditch from wetland 
regulation.  Additionally the bill excludes wetlands created by 
poor drain maintenance, and by construction of a soil or water 
conservation practice from wetland regulation. 

 



HB 5897 (H-1) Draft 2 [Continued]… 
• would create a tiered general permit for farming activities 

associated with the planting of obligate or facultative wetland 
crop species (e.g. blueberries, cranberries, and wild rice) and 
further language that would develop a blueberry production 
assistance program administered by MDEQ in cooperation with 
MDARD. 

• language that would change the definition of “wetland” to 
match the federal definition. This would be accomplished by 
defining “contiguous” and “significant nexus” within Michigan 
law and clarifying the provisions for non-contiguous wetlands.   

• Exempts agricultural conservation practices which prevent 
erosion and unrestricted access to streams by livestock such as 
appropriate fencing and constructed livestock crossings from 
permitting. 

• Cutting vegetation in a wetland does not constitute “filling” a 
wetland.   

 



Areas that we have offered input 
based on MFB policy 

• Fencing for Grazing 

• Cattle Crossings 

• Drain Maintenance (Clarifying that a “ditch” in and of 
itself is not a wetland)  

• Established/”Ongoing” Farm Operations 

• Prior-Converted Wetlands 

• Definitions of “Fill Material” to exclude cutting of woody 
vegetation and stump grinding 

• Wetland Crop Species 



MFB Policy #84 Wetland Protection 
Act 

• “Current agricultural exemptions in State law are 
appropriate and should be maintained. If agricultural 
exemptions must be changed to meet the Clean Water 
Act, we support the development of a practice-based 
permit for common wetlands, lakes and streams 
activities. The permit should have limited or no review by 
DEQ.” 



Considerations: What if the Program Goes 
Back to USEPA…  
• What is the role of local units of government in administrating local 

wetland ordinances – patchwork? 

• State maintains 401 certifications and implement other state level 
permitting for projects. 

• EPA will narrow exemptions to CWA jurisdiction 

• Permitting timeframes change. 
• 90 days with MDEQ 

• No requirements with USEPA 

• No delay/buffer from implementing federal rule changes 

 



Questions 

? 


